
 
 

Instruction for registration for the 2014 Eurofinals 

The following procedure will be used for the registration for the EMMA EC 2015 in Salzburg, Austria. 
Please read everything carefully and please follow the instructions. 

Registration ends 31st of January 2015 

Please send the registration spreadsheet directly to : carel@emmanet.com  

1. For the registration we´ve included an Excel spreadsheet 
(registration eurofinal 2014-2015 Salzburg.xls) in which you can enter all the necessary data 
for entering these Finals. Please fill this out and send it to Carel. 

2. If a competitor is competing in more than one category/class, please put each entry for this 
competitor  on a separate line in the spreadsheet. 

3. Please enter ALL equipment information as shown in the spreadsheet!! This is necessary for 
the equipment statistics as required by our sponsors. 

4. All National EMMA Organizations and/or Associations please send the results of your 
National Finals by E-mail to Carel 

a. or list of qualifiers by eg  qualification points 
b. or send the URL of the website where these results are published. 

5. Of course, if neither the national champion nor the vice-champion are going to the EC, then 
number 3 can go, or 4 etc. That's why we need the result lists! 

6. After receiving BOTH lists (registration and results) we can then set up the administration 
and finish the preparation for the final.  

7. Please note that the registration for the European Finals is not without 
obligation. If a competitor has registered using this spreadsheet but 
does not attend  the finals, he or she will not be allowed to compete in 
the upcoming EMMA European Finals of 2015. You can cancel the 
registration of a competitor until February 8, 2015 

Rulebook 2014 

2.5.3 International event  
 
International events can only be held with the permission of the EMMA International office. EMMA 
will work strongly together with the organizing National Association and is responsible for delegating 
the Event Director, Head Judges and the entire judge team.  
Participants for an international Championship (e.g. Euro finals) must qualify before and must start in 
the same category/ c lass they qualified in.  
 
The qualification can be accomplished either by being in 1st place on the Finals of a national 
organization or, if the finals are held to close to or after the international Championship, the first 
competitor of the national points table will qualify.  
The maximum amount of competitors per Nation will be announced at latest three months before 
the international final.  
 
In every case the national organization must nominate the participants with their data for the 
international championship 2 weeks before these finals at the latest to allow EMMA the organization 
of the event .It is the responsibility of the national organization to assure sending only competitors 

http://hserver625.goller.cc/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=carel@emmanet.com


 
 
that qualified themselves for the international championship and that they are in the correct class as 
well as – where required - that the value of the equipment is within the limits according to the 
EMMA-value-database  
 
Note for categories in Sound Quality and Multimedia  
 
For national or international events : If there are more than 14 competitors in a class , the national 
organization (or on an international event like the Euro Finals EMMA - International) can decide to 
separate this class by splitting the class in 2 groups and have the best 3 of each group judged by a 
new judge team to determine the places 1 - 6. As an alternative all cars can be judged by the same 
team within two days and the best six of this will meet again in a final the following day judged by 
another team. Places 7, 8, 9 ... will be determined according to the points achieved on the first 
evaluation.  
 

Further Information: 

Price Limited Categories € 
Please make sure that the competitors in the price limited categories are within their price range. 
The prices in our official EMMA Database are decisive. So the value of the articles have to be in our 
official EMMA Value Database! Every competitor has to make sure that his/her articles are in the 
database!!! It will not be accepted that a competitor uses a product in the price limited category 
which is not entered in our value database. Furthermore he/she must print an overview with his/her 
used articles and prices directly from the database (“EMMA Value Sheet”). The use of this printed 
overview is a requirement for participation in the Eurofinals. 

Please advise your competitors that they should send missing articles at latest until 28th of February. 
How to add new articles is described under www.emmanet.com/value. 

It is up to the competitor and the national organization to prove that the price limitation is correct. If 
it is not correct at Eurofinals we can disqualify the competitor! 

Here is the link to our Value Database: www.emmanet.com/value  

Wild Cards 

EMMA intl. decided to give some extra Tickets for the next Eurofinals. The background is that some 
competitors are already changing the Installation because of the late date in beginning of 2014. Each 
EMMA affiliated Nation receives one wild card to be given to a competitor of the National 
Associations choice. With this wild card the chosen competitor is allowed to attend the EMMA 
Eurofinals in Salzburg. Exceptions are Russia and Austria because they are allowed to send 3 cars per 
category already. 

EMMA ESPL 

Please remember, that not all categories are available for European Finals (see rulebook chapter 8). 

For ESPL Experienced the FIRST is qualified for the respective class in Advanced category. This means: 

First of Experienced ESPL Trunk 1 Woofer     goes into ESPL Advanced Trunk 2 Woofer 
First of Experienced ESPL Trunk 2 Woofer     goes into ESPL Advanced Trunk 2 Woofer 

http://www.emmanet.com/value
http://www.emmanet.com/value


 
 
First of Experienced ESPL Trunk 3 Woofer     goes into ESPL Advanced Trunk 4 Woofer 
First of Experienced ESPL Trunk 4 Woofer     goes into ESPL Advanced Trunk 4 Woofer 
First of Experienced ESPL Trunk Unlimited    goes into ESPL Advanced Trunk Unlimited 
First of Experienced ESPL B Pillar 8 Woofer  goes into ESPL Master B-unl. 
First of Experienced ESPL B Pillar Unlimited goes into ESPL Master B-unl. 

First of Experienced ESPL Compact 4 Woofer   goes into ESPL Master W-unl. 
First of Experienced ESPL Compact Unlimited  goes into ESPL Master W-unl. 

First of Experienced ESPL Wall 8 Woofer      goes into ESPL Master W-unl. 
First of Experienced ESPL Wall Unlimited     goes into ESPL Master W-unl. 

First of ESPL Advanced B unl. Goes into ESPL Master B-unl. 
First of ESPL Advanced W unl. Goes into ESPL Master W-unl. 

First two of ESPL Advanced Trunk 2 Woofer  
First two of ESPL Advanced Trunk 4 Woofer 
First two of ESPL Advanced Trunk Unlimited  

First two of ESPL Master B-unl. 
First two of ESPL Master W-unl.  

First two of ESPL Expert Unlimited 

 At the end you are allowed to nominate following amount of competitors:  

ESPL Advanced Trunk 2 Woofer          = max 4 Competitors 

ESPL Advanced Trunk 4 Woofer          = max 4 Competitors 

ESPL Advanced Trunk Unlimited          = max 3 Competitors 

ESPL Master-B Unlimited                     = max 5 Competitors 

ESPL Master-W Unlimited                    = max 7 Competitors 

ESPL Expert Unlimited                        = max 2 Competitors 

All further Information regarding Eurofinals will continuously updated at 
www.emmanet.com 

http://www.emmanet.com/

